Uncertainty of labels in clinical data resulting from intra-observer variability can have direct impact on the reliability of assessments made by deep neural networks. In this paper, we propose a method for modelling such uncertainty in the context of 2D echocardiography (echo), which is a routine procedure for detecting cardiovascular disease at point-of-care. Echo imaging quality and acquisition time is highly dependent on the operator's experience level. Recent developments have shown the possibility of automating echo image quality quantification by mapping an expert's assessment of quality to the echo image via deep learning techniques. Nevertheless, the observer variability in the expert's assessment can impact the quality quantification accuracy. Here, we aim to model the intra-observer variability in echo quality assessment as an aleatoric uncertainty modelling regression problem with the introduction of a novel method that handles the regression problem with categorical labels. A key feature of our design is that only a single forward pass is sufficient to estimate the level of uncertainty for the network output. Compared to the 0.11±0.09 absolute error (in a scale from 0 to 1) archived by the conventional regression method, the proposed method brings the error down to 0.09 ± 0.08, where the improvement is statistically significant and equivalents to 5.7% test accuracy improvement. The simplicity of the proposed approach means that it could be generalized to other applications of deep learning in medical imaging, where there is often uncertainty in clinical labels.
imaging) are widely used for screening and diagnosis of cardiovascular disease. Among these systems, 2D echocardiography (echo) is the primary point-of-care imaging modality for early diagnosis, since it is inexpensive, non-invasive, and widely available. Accurate acquisition of echo images requires many years of practice to gain adequate anatomical knowledge and hand-eye coordination to adjust imaging to individual patients [1] . This means poor quality echo images acquired by less experienced ultrasound operators can negatively affect diagnostic accuracy [2] .
Beyond conventional methods in estimating ultrasound image quality [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , most recent methods are based on deep learning to assess image quality. Wu et al. [8] proposed a convolution neural networks (CNN) for fetal US quality assessment scheme in order to control US image quality. Abdi et al. showed that deep models can leverage CNN and recurrent neural networks (RNN) to automate the echo quality assessment of images and cine series by learning from experts' labelled samples [9] , [10] . Although deep learning classifiers are powerful modelling tools, direct mapping from US images to expert labels can be difficult due to observer variability. In clinical studies [11] , [12] , the lack of consistency in diagnostic judgment and decision making has been long observed. The variability in clinical labels mainly comes from two sources: 1) the lack of consistency within an observer (i.e., intra-observer variability), and 2) the lack of consistency among observers (i.e., inter-observer variability).
In the machine learning field, one way to treat observer variability is to consider it as label noise problem [13] . Data cleaning methods have been used to identify and clean noise samples before training a classifier [14] , [15] , but hard (informative but difficult for a model to predict the correct label) samples may also be removed as they can be confused with random noise. The noise-robust and noise-tolerant loss functions and models [16] , [17] commonly work well in low noise ratio problems, in contrast to the high-noise ratio nature of our ultrasound data.
Active learning methods [18] , [19] , [20] coupled with uncertainty sampling strategy [21] , [22] can detect hard informative samples and promote human observer to label only those samples. It does not only reduce the labelling cost of noninformative samples but also guide of human observers to rectify labelling errors. While those methods are effective at reducing the variability in labelling, they do not model the variability.
From another point of view, observer variability can be viewed as a type of uncertainty, namely the aleatoric uncertainty, where the aim is to capture the noise inherent in the observations through a Bayesian approach, i.e., learning the variability distribution as an output of a model [23] , [24] . In a clinical labelling context, this assumes the observer's gold standard opinion, regarding a single sample subject, follows a distribution over the available options, and the model learns to estimate this distribution of opinions.
Another type of uncertainty is called the epistemic uncertainty. This type of uncertainty is introduced by the learning model, which can be explained away given enough data; thus it is also known as model uncertainty. Several Bayesian inference approaches and more recent Bayesian neural networks (BNN) [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] are designed to address the uncertainty in the induced classifier by imposing a prior distribution over model parameters. Nevertheless, the Bayesian methods usually have a low convergence rate, which may not be suitable for solving large-scale problems.
In this paper, we propose a new method for modelling label uncertainty in data, resulting from intra-observer variability in labelling. We use 2D echo quality assessment as a testcase to demonstrate the efficacy of this modelling approach, where there is large intra-observer variability present. Furthermore, we aim to solve a regression problem where only categorical expert labels are provided. Our proposed method, namely the Cumulative Density Function Probability (CDF-Prob) method, addresses the observer variability as aleatoric uncertainty, which models experts' opinions as Laplace or Gaussian distributions over the regression space [29] . Our approach is easy to implement, and only requires replacing the Softmax layer of a classification model. Hence, it can be applied to a wide range of clinical problems, where labels are categorical (i.e., degrees of pathology severity), and subject to large intra/inter-observer variability in gold standard labels.
Our contributions are:
• we conduct an extensive study of the intra-observer variability with an archived echo image dataset labelled by an expert cardiologist, and we show with evidence that repeat labelling of the same set of data (and training with soft targets) can be much more helpful than acquiring and labelling a larger volume of data which could be less economical; • with empirical evidence, we show that the intra-observer variability is a type of aleatoric uncertainty, and we propose to model the variability in a regression setting with the use of an aleatoric uncertainty modelling approach, namely the PDF-Prob [29] method. We demonstrate that this modelling approach improves the performance compared to the conventional regression method; • we also propose CDF-Prob, an extension of the PDF-Prob method that uses categorical labels, which further improves the classification performance.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION A. Motivation
This work is a part of a project aiming at providing realtime expert-level feedback for novice US machine operators to enhance their skills based on the images they acquired. Our preliminary studies show that it is helpful to provide a real-time and responsive numerical feedback rather than a less responsive and discrete (categorical) feedback to operators, i.e., an operator can learn much better if slight changes to the position of their probe results in an increase or decrease of the quality reading. The goal of this work is to solve this regression problem.
In an earlier attempt to acquire labels for this echo cine series quality estimation problem, multiple expert cardiologists (experience level between PGY-3 and 30 years of professional practice) were given the same task of labelling quality with a number between 0% (poor) and 100% (excellent) based on the standard echo image quality assessing system, i.e., the Gaudet chart system (see App. A) [30] , quantified with an interval of 5%. However, this detailed label schema resulted in elevated inter-observer variability among the cardiologists and was labour intensive. The diversity in experts' opinions follows the fuzziness in human reasoning [31] .
To address these issues, we provided another labelling schema to ask a senior cardiologist with 30 years clinical experience to label the echo cine series in one of four categories, aiming at eliminating the inter-observer variability, The four categories are Excellent (75%-100%), Good (50%-74%), Fair (25%-49%), or Poor (<25%), where the numerical percentage is in reference to the top achievable image quality (equivalent to the maximum score achieved in the Gaudet point system). The determination of the four-category scheme and the labelling guideline are explained in App. B. The coarse labelling approach reduces the time and effort spent by the senior cardiologist to pursue fine-grain labels. However, it results in a regression problem with categorical labels.
B. Dataset
A total of 14,443 echo studies from 3,157 unique patients (including 14 standard echocardiography views [32] ), were randomly collected from Vancouver General Hospital Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) for this project, under the approvals from the institutional Medical Research Ethics Board and the Information Privacy Office. Each study is an echo cine series that contains a variable number of frames from 10 to 623 frames, where the mean number of frames is 48. In addition, the collected studies were generated from seven different ultrasound machine models: Philips iE33, GE Vivid 7, Vivid i, Vivid E9, Sequoia, and Sonosite. Therefore, the resolution, size of the ultrasound visual area, the probe specification, and imaging settings vary across the machine models.
The entire 14,443 studies were labelled first by the senior cardiologist for the quality category and the echocardiography view class, which took two weeks to complete. During this process, the cardiologist was viewing the original image data extracted from the archived DICOM files. We denote the I  THE COMPOSITION OF THE SUBSET OF DATA CORRESPONDING TO THE A 1 AND A 2 LABEL SETS, IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF STUDIES FROM EACH TYPE  OF THE 14 STANDARD ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY VIEWS (A#C: APICAL #-CHAMBER VIEW, PLAX: PARASTERNAL LONG AXIS VIEW, RVIF: RIGHT  VENTRICAL INFLOW VIEW, S#C: SUBCOSTAL #-CHAMBER VIEW, IVC: SUBCOSTAL INFERIOR VENA CAVA VIEW, PSAX-A: PARASTERNAL SHORT AXIS  VIEW AT AORTIC VALVE, PSAX-M: PSAX VIEW AT MITRAL ANNULUS VALVE LEVEL, PSAX-PM: PSAX VIEW AT MITRAL VALVE PAPILLARY MUSCLE  LEVEL, PSAX-APEX: PSAX VIEW AT APEX LEVEL, AND SUPRA: SUPRASTERNAL VIEW).   View  A2C A3C  A4C A5C  PLAX RVIF S4C  S5C IVC  PSAX-A PSAX-M PSAX-PM PSAX-APEX  SUPRA  Training set  335  283  359  128  390  131  172  29  218  401  388  187  63  46  Validation set  126  101  105  42  131  49  77  5  67  135  137  60  19  13  Test set  106  95  93  44  137  29  49  15  56  108  147  73  13 has imbalanced quality distribution, hence we first applied class-wise weighting and stratified batch methods to re-balance the training. Nevertheless, the top-1 classification accuracy of the plain regression model (specified in Sec. IV-E1) was not improved, leading to the investigation of the labels. Two months later, there were 5,151 studies randomly selected from A EX 1 (the selection is at the patient level with the aim to having roughly similar amount of studies in each quality category) and relabelled with quality only by the same cardiologist to determine the level of intraobserver variability. The relabelling attempt took four days to complete. The two quality label sets are distinguished as A 1 , where A 1 ⊂ A EX 1 , and the second label set as A 2 , where |A 1 | = |A 2 | = 5, 151. The relabelling process is also depicted in Fig. 1 -(a). The 5,151 studies were randomly split into training (60%), validation (20%), and test (20%) sets with unique patients, resulting in 3,118, 1,062, and 971 mutually exclusive studies distributed in respective sets (see Table I for the distribution of studies in respective view classes). The remaining 9,292 studies were used as additional training data depending on the training scenarios described in Sec. IV-C.
A 1 and A 2 have 47.4% inconsistent labelling, where 45.9% are one category mismatch. We infer the confusion also comes from the fuzziness in the human reasoning towards the concept of quality, even the categories are defined with explicit boundary values. Beyond that, the relative difference between the displayed consequent studies may also cause the cardiologist to label based on the relativity. Furthermore, the quality difference between the frames in a cine series (i.e., the hand of a sonographer may have moved when he or she recorded the study, causing inconsistent quality over a cine series). In Fig. 1-(b) and (c), we illustrate the discrepancy between A 1 and A 2 on the entire 5,151 studies. We further define the concept of a certain study if the labels from A 1 and A 2 are identical for a study, and an uncertain study if not. In Fig. 2 , we show an example of study cine series frames from three of the echo view classes.
III. METHODOLOGY
For clarity, a list of the symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table II . In general, adjacent certain and uncertain study samples are visually indistinguishable. However, it is easy to see a general blurry to clear transition of cardiac structure from left to right by a non-expert viewer.
A. Uncertainty Modelling
As mentioned, uncertainty can be categorized into epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties [24] . Epistemic uncertainty is the property of a learning model induced by limited data; therefore it can be explained away by learning from a larger set. With limited data availability, one can use Bayesian neural networks (BNN) [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . Since the marginal distribution p(Y|X) is intractable, various methods approximate p(W|D) with a simple distribution q θ (W), parameterized by θ [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . Particularly, Monte-Carlo Dropout (MC-Dropout) is one of the commonly used Bayesian inference approximation method [36] , which has been used in medical imaging to derive robust solutions for disease detection, lesion/organ segmentation [37] , [38] , [39] . During the training phase of MC-Dropout, model parameters sampled from q θ (W) are used to minimize a task-related loss function, where the introduction of Dropout minimizes Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the approximate posterior q θ (W) and true posterior p(W|D) [40] . During inference phase, the model parameters are also sampled multiple times from q θ (W) to compute an uncertainty interval in the network prediction.
The aleatoric uncertainty, on the contrary, describes the confusion nature of D, which cannot be explained away even if a larger dataset is available. In our problem, we assume the intra-observer variability as y i ← − e i , i.e., y i is a random sample drawn from an "expert opinion" distribution e i towards a single study x i (the subscript i is dropped hereafter to note a single sample). Nix and Weigend [29] formulated least-squares regression as a maximum likelihood estimation problem with an underlying Gaussian error model, i.e., e ∼ N f (x; W f ), g 2 (x; W g ) , where f and g denote two functions that compute the mean and standard deviation (STD) parameters respectively, and W f ∪ W g = W denote model parameters. As an example, Nix and Weigend [29] used a Gaussian probability density function to approximate the likelihood of the expert opinion distribution:
and the training objective minimizes the empirical negative log-likelihood E x∈X [− ln p(d|x, W)]:
An issue raised with Eq. (1) is that the computed values are probability densities on the observed points, and the density values can go beyond 1. In our specific problem, the label is provided in a categorical format, e.g., c = Fair defines an interval y ∈ (0.25, 0.5], which enables us to compute the exact probability value of the class interval instead of approximating the density value from the class center (at the point y = 0.375).
B. Multi-label Problem
The label discrepancy in A 1 and A 2 can be considered as a type of multi-label problem. For odd numbers of sets of labels, one can use majority voting to determine the label for the uncertain studies. Nevertheless, for an uncertain study with two sets of labels, it is possible to handle the discrepant labels by soft targets [41] method. The soft targets methods [41] , [42] are used as regularization techniques for training a small model with the predictions inferred from a high complexity model or an ensemble of them (trained from the same dataset), for the purposes of capturing the knowledge of the high complexity models with fewer model parameters (in our case, the knowledge is the cardiologist's opinion). The soft targets method is therefore explored in this work to address the intraobserver variability problem (In this paper, we refer to the soft targets as the Average Ground Truth method, see Sec. III-E). It should be pointed out that the soft targets method resembles the label distribution learning (LDL) methods [43] , [44] , where the essence of LDL methods is to to match a likelihood distribution estimation (by a model) to the ground truth label distribution by using KL divergence. On the other hand, the soft targets method matches the same by cross entropy. The labels are fixed so that only the likelihood distribution is to be learned; therefore, the objective of KLD and cross-entropy is equivalent in this case, i.e., their learning objective is with a constant offset difference produced by the entropy of the label distribution.
C. Incorporating the categorical label
To be consistent with the notations defined in Sec. III-A, our dataset is defined as D = {X, A 1 , A 2 }, where X is the set of images as previously defined, and
, are the two sets of categorical labels annotated by the cardiologist, and a 1i , a 2i ∈ C = {c : Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent}. Our goal is to determine a set of expert opinion distributions
represents the error of aleatoric uncertainty modelled as Gaussian noise with expectation value being the true label y i ∈ (0, 1] and certain variation σ encodes the uncertainty of the expert opinions (i.e., the different labels obtained in different trials) that are both bounded to a standard normal distribution N .
We model y and σ with two deep logistic regression modelŝ y = f (x; W f ) andσ = g(x; W g ) to ensure a proper value range (0, 1].
D. Likelihood Probability
Given that both A 1 and A 2 are categorical and we know the class lower and upper bounds in the regression space L = {l c : c ∈ C} = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and U = {u c : l c +0.25} c∈C , the Fig. 4 . Comparison of AGT and SGT generated loss signals with the use of a two-class example ({+1, -1}), shown as a function of probabilities of both classes, for an uncertain case p +1 = p −1 = 0.5. The loss signal of SGT method can be unstable due to the sampling process (i.e., jumping between the red and yellow lines), while AGT loss signal follows a stable averaging of the two SGTs. cumulative density function (CDF) of a number z with respect to (w.r.t.) f (x) and g(x) can be written as:
where erf(z) is the error function, for computing the probability of y ∈ (−∞, z], for z ∈ R. Thus, we can express p(c|x, W) = p(ŷ ∈ (l c , u c ]|x, W) (short noted asp * c ) as the likelihood probability ofŷ falling in the category c:
Since the definition of the problem forbid observations of samples with quality below Poor or above Excellent, but expert opinion e is defined over R, we normalize the likelihood probabilities to ensure a unit sum:
which fits the regression problem within a classification framework. In Fig. 3 -(a) and (b), we show an example that Eq. (1) results in a roughly 4.2 density value to represent the likelihood of the Good class in (a) and the true probability 0.83 in (b) from the same Gaussian, where the respective loss values, − log(4.2) ≈ −0.63 and − log(0.83) ≈ 0.08, are distinctive, which would inevitably have different training convergence properties. In Sec. IV, we provide empirical evidence that maximizing the log-likelihood of the true probability distribution has an advantage over the density distribution in terms of improved performance with the use of the same model.
In addition, this framework can be integrated with the Laplace distribution, by defining F Lap (z) as
) . (6) The main difference lies in that the Laplace density implements an absolute difference around mean while the Gaussian density implements a squared difference. The Laplace distribution computed probabilities are shown in Fig. 3 -(c).
E. Loss Function
The model is trained to maximize the likelihood over A 1 or A 2 , i.e., argmax W E x∈X [p(a 1 ∨ a 2 |x, W)], through the cross-entropy minimization:
where the scalars λ 1 and λ 2 are the weighting assignments for the observed classes, respectively. In this paper, we refer to the soft targets method (i.e., λ 1 = λ 2 = 1 2 ) as the Average Ground Truth (AGT) method. This is an averaging approach in the sense that the one-hot (i.e., a binary vector with only one element being 1) representations of a 1 and a 2 are averaged, i.e., 1 2 
is the indicator function. Another way to utilize Eq. (7) is to feed the label stochastically, i.e., either λ 1 = 1 or λ 2 = 1, while the other is set to zero. This acts as a standard cross-entropy loss, referred to here as Stochastic Ground Truth (SGT) method.
In comparison, the AGT method shows an improved stability on the loss composition, while the SGT method has a better exploratory ability. A toy example illustrating the difference between the AGT and SGT generated loss signals is depicted in Fig. 4 with the use of a two-class example ({+1, -1}), the details are explained in the App. E.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Deep Learning Architecture
A single network is used to model the echo quality estimation task for all 14 views. The input to our network is a 10-consecutive-frame temporal window of a study cine series (i.e., x, 10 is determined by the minimum number of the frames), where each frame is a 120 × 120 gray-scale image. A DenseNet [45] model, severed as feature extractor, is used to extract per-frame image feature. The DenseNet model has three dense blocks, each followed by a Dropout [40] layer and an average-pooling layer. The convolution layer before the first dense block has 12 output channels, where the output of each dense block increases the number of output channels from the previous block by 6, reaching to 30 output channels after the third dense block. Throughout the DenseNet model, no bottle-neck convolution layer is used. The convolution layers share the same specification, i.e., 3 × 3 filter size with stride 1, no padding, batch-normalized [46] , and use ReLU [47] activation function. The DenseNet processed features from the 10 consecutive frames are passed to an LSTM [48] layer with 128 tanh units (see Fig. 6 ), whose function is to compose an embedding for the extracted spatial and temporal features, from the processed cine frames. 1 It is then followed by two logistic regression modules, namely the Mean and STD modules, to compute the per-frameŷ andσ estimations. The final predictions for the entire window are averaged over the frame-wise predictions. The total number of parameters in this network is 3.5 million. The overview of the network architecture is depicted in Fig. 5 .
The proposed method is a computation layer that translates theŷ andσ to a set of probabilities, which replaces the use of a Softmax layer. Our implementation combines Keras (for building the network) and TensorFlow (for composing the custom CDF-Prob layer and automatically computing the gradient), where the erf function has an off-the-shelf implementation in TensorFlow, i.e., tf.math.erf. Note that the proposed DenseNet + LSTM model is only for demonstration purpose to establish a baseline, where other types of CNN and RNN models may substitute our selections and yield better performance. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the performance variations may be subtle when the deployed number of units/parameters are similar [49] , [50] , [51] .
B. Training hyper-parameters
Given the differences in image settings and imaging systems, we prepared the study cine series by semi-automatically cropping the ultrasound beam and down-sizing all frame sizes to 120 × 120 pixels, gray-scale and real-valued images (see App. C). No other pre-processing techniques have been applied to the input images. The Adam [52] optimizer is used to train this network end-to-end from scratch. The initial learning rate is set to 2.5e-4, decaying by scale 0.91 every two epochs, till it decays to approximately 100 times smaller at the 100 th epoch. For the PDF-Prob method (see Sec. IV-E), the initial learning rate is 10 times smaller as training with a larger learning rate does not converge for this method. During the training phase, the input data are augmented by using random translation up to 10% of image dimensions in pixels and random rotation up to ±5 degrees. For the test phase, the input data are un-augmented. Also, the final prediction of a test cine series is pooled from the predictions of five randomly sampled temporal windows, where the windows can have overlapped frames. Finally, weight decay is set to 5e-4. Note that the aforementioned hyper-parameters were validated on the validation set first, then applied to train a set of new model instances with the combined training and validation sets. The reported experiment results in this section are computed from the test set.
C. Training Scenarios
The availability of two sets of labels enable us to explore different training scenarios to investigate the influence of information availability towards training generalizability.
1) Training with only A 1 or A 2 labels: in this training scenario, only one set of labels is used to train a model, hereafter noted as S # . This training scenario yields the baseline performance in a conventional setup on a moderate sized dataset.
2) Training with both A 1 and A 2 labels: in this scenario, models are trained with both sets of labels, hereafter noted as S 1+2 , which allows us to explore the effect of label stability and exploratory ability towards the performance. The usage of a ground truth method is noted as a suffix of the scenario notation, e.g., S 1+2 -AGT.
3) Training with the extended A EX 1 labels: in this scenario, noted as S EX 1 , we do not use A 2 labels. Instead, models are trained with only A EX 1 labels to investigate two questions: 1) can the uncertainty in labels be mitigated by using larger training data?; 2) can the methods handle the intra-observer variability without explicitly using the one-to-many mapping information?
D. Test Criteria
The main goal of the experiments is to model the intraobserver variability, where ideally the estimated distributionê should be measured against e, but e is unknown. The substitute objective is to measure classification accuracy of the prediction against the observed categorical labels on the test set:
where 1 is the indicator function and the individual term relaxes 1(ĉ i = a 1i ∨ĉ i = a 2i ) because we assume the continuity of the underlying distribution, i.e., a 1 = Poor and a 2 = Good meaning the skipped middle class Fair is also a valid label. This assumption is only valid in a problem like ours, whereas in a general classification task schema, the middle class(es) between a pair of classes may not be meaningful.
As for evaluating the regression performance, we compare the mean parameterŷ with the empirical estimation ofȳ by measuring the L 1 distance. For each class label c, we assume the corresponding regression label as y c = uc+lc 2 . Due to the discrepancy in A 1 and A 2 , we further estimate the test ground truth asȳ = ya 1 +ya 2 2
. Hence, the evaluation metric of the regression performance is the mean absolute error, i.e.,
In addition, we measure the expected calibration error (ECE) and maximum calibration error (MCE) scores. Both measurements are indicators for identifying if a model is well calibrated (a smaller error value means better calibrated), e.g., at a level of confidence, say 0.7, statistically speaking the number of correct predictions should be close to 70% [53] . In order to compute ECE and MCE, the predictions are quantified into M = 10 bins of size 1/M based on the confidence of each prediction: conf(x) = max c∈C p(c|x, W). Hence, we can
to note the subset of samples that fall in the m th bin. The ECE is then measured as:
where acc(.) refers to the same relaxed accuracy definition in Eq. (8) . Finally, the MCE is computed as:
E. Evaluated Methods
We evaluate four different methods within the aforementioned training scenarios and test criteria.
1) Regression: The baseline method is the plain regression method, where the categorical label is also translated to regression labelȳ for training as it is described in Sec. IV-D. The prediction confidence of a sample is approximated by the inverse of the distance betweenŷ to each class center: p(c|x, W) = |ŷ − y c | −1 to ensure a close distance is proportional to high confidence, and normalized over C. The deep model depicted in Fig. 5 was trimmed to preserve the f model in order to generate onlyŷ.
2) MC-Dropout: The MC-Dropout method is an approximate Bayesian inference method that can capture the epistemic uncertainty. Similarly to the regression baseline method, the model depicted in Fig. 5 was trimmed down to only the f model. Then, we add a permanent Dropout layer before every layer with trainable parameters to make sure the Dropout is also functional during the inference stage. The drop rate is set to 0.1 uniformly for all Dropout layers.
Note the off-the-shelf DenseNet and many other state-ofthe-art deep nets integrate Dropout to prevent over-fitting, which to an extent reduces the epistemic uncertainty. Our intention of including this method is to verify how effective it can be by having the extra Dropouts at a cost of a slower convergence and a higher test time complexity. The confidence is also approximated by the aforementioned inverse distance method.
3) PDF-Prob: We denote the third method PDF-Prob as it uses Gaussian PDF approximated density (see Eq. (1)), where the training relies on the regression label y [29] . The density is normalized to relative likelihood probability for computing the confidence. For the PDF-Prob method, the f and g models in Fig. 5 are all preserved; however, the CDF-Prob layer was removed and the estimatedŷ andσ were supplied directly to the loss function shown in Eq. (2) to compute the gradient. 4) CDF-Prob: CDF-Prob denotes our proposed enhancement over the PDF-Prob method to appropriately handle the categorical label. The CDF-Prob method is also combined with Laplace density for comparison.
F. Comparison and Discussion
We evaluate the performance of the aforementioned methods by an ensemble of five repetitively trained model instances, where each training instance was initialized with a different random seed. The numerical results can be found in Table V in App. D and the comparison of abs(D test ) distributions are graphically presented in Fig. 7 . A low absolute error and a high classification accuracy are considered as surrogate indicators of successful modelling of intra-observer variability information. In Table VI in the App. D, the listed models have been tested by one tail hypothesis with the use of two-sample t-test in order to justify the improvements discussed in the following sections.
1) General observations: it can be observed that the classification accuracy of the uncertain studies are saturated over 90% due to the relaxed accuracy formula (see Eq. (8)), while the accuracy of the certain studies are between 61% ∼ 73%. Another observation is that the certain studies have 22% more population in D test compared to the uncertain studies, suggesting the obtained results on the entire test set is slightly more biased to the performance of the certain studies. Furthermore, an approximately 0.02 gap between each pair of the mean and median absolute errors indicate the presence of outliers with large absolute errors. In addition, we observe a disconnection between the accuracy measure and the calibration metrics, i.e., a higher accuracy does not necessarily bind a lower ECE or MCE value. This phenomenon can be explained as a disconnection between negative log-likelihood (NLL) training and accuracy metric as neural nets can overfit NLL without overfitting to the 0/1 loss [53] . In our opinion, the confidence is directly affected by the underlying density distribution, which also explains the ECE drop-off from CDF-Prob models to CDF-Prob (Lap) models.
2) Soft targets and LDL methods pre-code observer uncertainty: it is noticeable that the S 1+2 -AGT trained models have most competitive performance based on the following observations: Table V in App. D. The globally observed minimal median absolute error (0.072) is shown as a dotted line. Within each group, the arrows indicate the mean absolute error of the dull side method is statistically significant smaller than that of the pointy side, computed by one tail hypothesis using two-sample t-test.
• only in S 1+2 -AGT, every model significantly improves over the baseline S # trained regressions with 95% confidence interval (see the 2 nd & 4 th columns of Table VI in App. D); • in particular, the S 1+2 -AGT trained regression model can be translated to 81.6% in accuracy, improves over S # trained regressions by 4.2% and 5%, respectively. It is worth mentioning the second point as the improvement is achieved without the help of uncertainty modelling techniques.
3) Stability is much more helpful than exploratory ability: the evidences come from the AGT and SGT model comparisons:
• for the MC-Dropout model, the improvement from SGT to AGT is significant with 95% confidence interval, translating to 4.5% accuracy increase; • for the regression model, the improvement is significant with 90% confidence interval, translating to 3.2% accuracy increase; • for the PDF-Prob model, the improvement is significant with 90% confidence interval, translating to 1.5% accuracy increase; • finally, for CDF-Prob and CDF-Prob (Lap), the accuracy increases are 1.2% and 0.7%, respectively, but the mean absolute errors fail to show statistically significantly improvement. The conclusion that the stability in AGT is more helpful to reduce observer uncertainty compared to the exploratory ability of SGT is understandable, as the exploratory ability introduces extra uncertainty (in the form of the random label flipping noise). The gradually closing performance gap from the first to last point indicates that the proposed uncertainty modelling methods can handle the random uncertainty introduced by SGT and mitigate the performance gap. 4) "More labels? More data?": data acquisition usually imposes a huge overhead to the medical imaging research. Compared to using archived data, the prospective acquisition is even more time consuming. Hence, acquiring multiple rounds of expert labels may render a much more economic solution. It is worth to investigate whether acquiring more labels is as beneficial as acquiring more data.
First of all, acquiring more labels is beneficial. The evidences are:
• the aforementioned improvement from S 1+2 -AGT trained regression model to S # trained regressions (see the 2 nd point in Sec. IV-F2); • S 1+2 -AGT trained CDF-Prob model is also statistically significantly better than the respective S # trained CDF-Prob models; suggesting that a standalone A # set does not contain the same level of uncertainty information as contained by the combination of both sets.
We show the confusion matrices of the CDF-Prob method under the two S # and the two S 1+2 scenarios in Fig. 8 . It can be observed that the CDF-Prob model trained with S 1 is likely to confuse the two middle classes with the two boundary classes while the CDF-Prob model trained with S 2 shows the opposite; on the other hand, the CDF-Prob models trained under the two S 1+2 scenarios alleviate such confusion. Next, acquiring more data is also beneficial but a proper uncertainty modelling is necessary to realize the improvement. The evidences are:
• the performance of S EX 1 trained regression model is at the same level of the S # trained regressions, which does not justify the collection cost of the additional data volume and the prolonged training time to iterate through the dataset; • S EX 1 trained uncertainty modelling models CDF-Prob, CDF-Prob (Lap), and PDF-Prob, which all obtained statistically significant improvements over S # trained regression models. In short, the decision between more labels or more data is in favour towards more labels, as S 1+2 -AGT trained CDF-Prob model is significantly better than the S EX 1 trained counterpart with 90% confidence interval. In conclusion, given limited resources to acquire new data, acquiring more labels can be beneficial and much more economical than acquiring more image data (which would also require labelling the acquired data). Note that active learning methods can be applied to further reduce the acquisition and labelling cost by selecting informative samples. 5) Modelling intra-observer variability as aleatoric uncertainty: the DenseNet architecture itself has integrated Dropout layers, which were not removed in our experiments in order to determine the baseline performance of the original DenseNet proposal, meaning the epistemic uncertainty is modelled to some degree in the respective regression models. To properly handle the epistemic uncertainty, we tested full MC-Dropout in the respective scenarios. Since both AGT and SGT have the ability to reduce intra-observer variability which will be reflected on the mean absolute error and accuracy, the appropriate comparison between MC-Dropout and regression is on S EX 1 , where we observe the "full dropout" does not necessarily provide improvement over the regression model, yet it introduces significant training complexity (in our experiment setting, this incurs 33% more training time on average).
Hence, the CDF-Prob (Lap), CDF-Prob, and PDF-Prob methods were built on the original DenseNet for maintaining a lower training and test complexity, where we assume the default Dropout layers are sufficient to handle the epistemic uncertainty of the tested model. Without the help from the AGT or SGT, CDF-Prob (Lap), CDF-Prob, and PDF-Prob methods are able to obtain statistically significant improvements over regression under the S EX 1 scenario, translating to 5.7%, 4%, and 3.2% improvements in accuracy. In association with the marginal improvement of the MC-Dropout regression, we advocate that the intra-observer variability (at least the Fig. 9 . The PDF plots of the estimated mixture models (in black color, the vertical line marks the expected image quality) and their sub 10 mixture components for a low quality sample (in yellow to orange colors, marking the first step to the last step) and a high quality sample (green to blue color, also marking the first step to the last step).
proportion that has been captured) were modelled as aleatoric uncertainty. In fact, the experiments in S EX 1 scenario also indicate that the proposed CDF-Prob method does not necessarily need extra labeling to model the aleatoric uncertainty.
In our opinion, the advantage of AGT (i.e., soft targets and LDL) is to pre-code the uncertainty in the labels so that a generic learning model can be applied without concerning about modelling the uncertainty, while the advantage of the proposed PDF-Prob and CDF-Prob is that when we do not have the exact many-to-one data-to-label correspondence, the uncertainty can be appropriately modelled.
6) CDF-Prob Laplace variation: the modification to replace the Gaussian density with the Laplace distribution happens inside the CDF-Prob layer by editing the F (.) definition. Comparing only on the numerical values, we observe the optimal performance is with Gaussian distribution in the S 1+2 scenarios but with Laplace distribution in S EX 1 scenario. It is intuitive for the boundary classes Excellent and Poor that Gamma distribution can be a better approximation. 7) Mixture model variation: for demonstrating the compatibility of the proposed CDF-Prob in a mixture model setting, we introduce a 10-component mixture which can be found in Fig. 10 . This model shares the same DenseNet + LSTM base model to the model defined in Fig. 5 . The reason of having 10 components is because of the 10 time steps, where each step does haveμ andσ estimations before the averaging. Hence, the mixture model architecture has the "Averaging Mean" and "Averaging STD" modules removed, and the per stepμ and σ estimations are directly plugged to one CDF-Prob module to estimateê. In parallel to the Mean and STD modules, the LSTM features are also fed to compute an additional value lambda (softmaxed over the 10 steps) to be the weighting parameter for each component. The weighted CDFs are then summed to compute the final likelihood distribution, which replaces the usage of Eq. (5) for training the model. Such learned softmax weighting parameters share the concept of attention mechanism. We tested the mixture model with both Gaussian and Laplace distributions, namely the CDF-Prob Mixture and CDF-Prob Mixture (Lap) models, under the S EX 1 scenario, resulting to 83.3% and 82.8% in accuracy and 0.094 ± 0.081 (0.074) and 0.095 ± 0.081 (0.075) in mean±std (median) absolute errors, respectively. Comparing the respective non-mixture model counterparts, the Gaussian mixture model shows significant improvement but the Laplace models perform similarly. In Fig. 9 , we show the mixture model PDF and the 10 individual components' PDFs for two samples. It can be noticed that the first few steps intend to have lower image quality expectations and larger STDs while the latter steps have tighter distributions with higher quality expectations.
8) Combining with Active Learning: active learning is aimed at reducing the labelling cost. We show that our proposed model also functions well in an active learning setting. The details about the setup can be found in App. F. An uncertainty sampling learner model [21] treating low confidence of the prediction, i.e., conf, as the measure for hard samples is used in this experiment. The main result is illustrated in Fig. 11 , where we found the tested active learning trained models, namely the Regression + Active Learning and the CDF-Prob (Lap) + Active Learning models, do not perform better than their respective full set trained counterparts. This may suggest that the left out "more certain" samples may also be considered informative to model the underlying expert distribution e. Nevertheless, the proposed CDF-Prob (Lap) method does show a consistent improvement over regression.
In Fig. 12 , we include the loss convergence graphs of the CDF-Prob (Lap) method with and without active learning, where we can observe after the 50 th epoch (where the active learning algorithm actually starts), learning with the most uncertain samples incurs convergence difficulties. 9) Classification: finally, we test the classification approach. Our classification model uses the same DenseNet + LSTM model but with a fully-connected output layer, activated by softmax to compute the categorical quality predictions at each time step. The individual predictions are averaged for direct estimation ofp c . This model is shown as "Classification" in Table III . It is noticeable that the classification accuracy is 8.5% lower than the proposed CDF-Prob method. On S 1+2 -AGT, the classification method scored 77.2%, where all regression based methods were able to achieve accuracy above 81%. The main reason we choose regression instead of classification in the main experiment is to explicitly project the quality on a 1-D output space. This imposes a class-wise geometrical order in the output space, i.e., the Poor and Good classes should be on opposite sides of the the Fair class. On the other hand, classification has a 4-D output space corresponding to the number of the classes; hence it is possible that the classes reside on a curved manifold embedding so that the distance between the Poor and Good classes may be shorter than the distance measured from the Poor class to the Fair class then to the Good class. In our opinion, the lower accuracy of the classification on S 1+2 -AGT could be a result of such freedom in the output space as the soft targets of a confused study with Poor and Good labels is an indicator that these two classes may be closer to each other than each to the rest of classes. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method for modelling label uncertainty in deep neural networks. We demonstrate the efficacy of the approach in the context of echocardiography quality assessment as an important step towards accurate diagnosis of cardiovascular disease. Two specific challenges associated with data labels have been addressed: 1) there is large intra-observer variability in data labels; and 2) there is a need to solve a regression problem in the presence of categorical labels. Under the tested scenarios, we found the CDP-Prob method marginally improves over PDF-Prob by the absolute error measurement, which equivalents to 0.8%-2.5% improvement in accuracy. Compared to the plain regression method, CDF-Prob shows statistically significant improvement in respective scenarios, equivalent to 1.3% to 5.7% improvement in accuracy, but PDF-Prob model does not.
In a hypothetical scenario where more data are needed, relabelling the same dataset and leveraging soft labels can be the most beneficial, economical and simplest solution to reduce the effect of observer variability; in another hypothetical scenario when there is sufficient data but without multiple labels, an aleatoric uncertainty modelling method, such as the PDF-Prob or CDF-Prob, alone could be a helpful solution.
Compared to the stochastic methods for uncertainty estimation, which require stochastically sampling the network model multiple times for estimating the uncertainty (e.g., MC-Dropout), both PDF-Prob and CDF-Prob parameterize the uncertainty distribution; hence a single forward pass is sufficient to estimate the level of uncertainty as the STD value.
The main limitation of the study is with the limited availability of expert labelling, which allows a coarse performance analysis for the compared methods. Furthermore, it also limits the comparison against the widely used majority voting composition. Essentially, the CDF-Prob trained model is a classification approach with a slightly altered Softmax layer, incurring negligible cost to training complexity, hence it works similar to a plain classification model.
Finally, we want to reiterate that the advantage of using the proposed CDF-Prob method is the explicitly computed numeral assessment values even trained with the categorical labels. Our formulation is generic and the approach can be applied in scenarios where there is variability in expert labels or where there is a high discrepancy in clinical measurements.
APPENDIX A GAUDET CHART
The Gaudet chart [30] is a point-based scoring system assessing the echo image quality based on several sub-criteria:
• presence and contrast of target heart anatomies (i.e., valve and chamber wall, and these are view dependent); • proper centering; • imaging depth setting; • imaging gain setting. As a result, the Gaudet score system is a time consuming marking process. As an example, the AP4 and AP2 view charts are shown in Table IV . 
APPENDIX B DETERMINATION OF THE FOUR-CATEGORY SUBJECTIVE
LABELLING SCHEME AND LABELLING GUIDELINE The four-category labelling scheme was derived from the Gaudet point system. Given that different views have different maximum Gaudet scores, the subjective labelling score range is normalized between 0 and 1 for each view, and quantified into the equally ranged four categories from Poor to Excellent. Note that the study cine series are real hospital data acquired by qualified sonographers. Hence, after further discussions with clinicians, we did not consider the class Unacceptable (0%), e.g., non-cardiac cine series, as described by Abdi et al. [9] . As for the reason of having low quality data in the collected dataset, it may be related to the possible atypical probe position during acquisition, which is due to some clinical conditions, especially post cardiac and thoracic surgeries and tapping of pericardial effusion, where big area of the chest can be covered with adhesive plaster. In some other cases, patients have poor parasternal view acquisition window, especially patient with emphysema, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and chest deforestation, where sonographers have to use different probe positions. Patients on mechanical ventilation are usually scanned on supine position which might have lower image quality than that of left lateral position. In addition, some patients with severe dyspnoea or orthopnoea are usually scanned while sitting, and this might have lower image quality.
During the labelling process, the senior cardiologist only has access to the B-mode image data extracted from the DICOM file on a PC monitor, where the meta information (e.g., Ultrasound machine information and patient history) were not displayed. Example images from each category were provided before the labelling trials to help him comprehend the concept of each quality category. Although the cardiologist was well aware of the Gaudet scoring system, the chart was provided to him during the labelling process for reference. For cine series with variable quality, the score was dependent on the frames with the best quality since these frames will be used to analyze the heart function.
APPENDIX C THE SEMI-AUTOMATED ULTRASOUND BEAM CROPPING SYSTEM AND IMAGE DOWN-SIZING
The main issue to crop the ultrasound beam from the DICOM images is that the beam shape and location varies from different machine model and maker, different settings such as depth. The difficulty of using an image processing based method to crop the ultrasound beam is that some border region of the beam can be dark because there are no tissue present. Therefore, these region are likely to be confused with background 2D pixels and being excluded despite these pixels are a part of the tissue and should be kept. Our semi-automatic cropping method would require the user to manually trace the correct boundaries and save these beam shapes. When a new image needs to be cropped, the automatic image processing method would propose a cropping shape and the system would compare it with the closest user-entered beam shape, then the closest user-entered shape (i.e., less than 5% mismatched pixels) will be selected as the cropping shape. If not, the system would ask the user to check and crop for this image, which makes this system semi-automatic. In addition, users have the choice to let the system suppresses the questionable ones to be checked at the end when the automatic crop-able cases are all processed.
The DICOM B-mode images are either at 1024 × 768 or 800 × 600 resolution, and the ultrasound image beam are at the level of roughly 400 pixels and above in both dimensions. As a result, the cropped raw ultrasound image beam is always larger than the defined network input size; hence can be downsized to 120 × 120 with no zero-padding needed.
APPENDIX D NUMERICAL RESULTS AND STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS
In Table V , we include the numerical results for the compared methods illustrated in Fig. 7 . The definition of the tested metrics can be found in Sec. IV-D in the main article. In Table VI , we also include the one tail hypothesis test results computed by using two-sample t-test for the compared methods.
APPENDIX E THE DETAILS OF THE TOY EXAMPLE
The top example shown in Fig. 4 describes a two-class ({+1, -1}) problem for an uncertain case where its observed labels are +1 or -1 with equal chance. The x and y-axis labels p +1 and p −1 denote the inferred class probabilities from some learning model, and the z-axis shows the loss value computed by the cross-entropy function. Since it is a two class problem, p +1 and p −1 sums to 1, where the loss values locate only on the light blue plane.
When the positive label +1 is observed, the loss value will be located on the red line − log(p +1 ) (simplified from the cross-entropy loss function), and the derivative (slope) points to right hand side. When the negative label -1 is observed, the loss value will be located on the yellow line − log(p −1 ), which is opposite to the red line, and the derivative points to the opposite side. When SGT is applied to the training, the randomness causing computed loss value jumping between the red and yellow lines; hence the direction of the derivative changes randomly. However, at the region with drawn arrows, the yellow line always have a steeper slope (larger derivative) given the same x-y coordinates, which will eventually move the probabilities to middle where p +1 = p −1 = 0.5.
On the other hand, when AGT is used, the loss value will be located on the blue line − 1 2 log(p +1 ) − 1 2 log(p −1 ), assuming the probability of both labels being observed is known, resulting in a much more stable loss landscape with derivative always pointing to the middle.
APPENDIX F THE SIMULATED ACTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT SETTING
By build upon the existing experiment setting described in Sec. IV, an active learning environment is simulated with the A EX 1 set acting as the expert cardiologist, and a learner simply inquires labels from it by nominating low confidence samples.
All training samples are initially treated as unlabelled. At the start of a training instance, the learner first nominates a random 25% of the entire training pool of A EX 1 to get the corresponding labels, and the "labelled" samples are not to be returned to the pool. For active learning experiments, we adopt the same training hyper-parameters. The most important modification is that the first 50 epochs are trained only on this 25% of the data to allow a stable estimation of conf, before inquiring labels. Beyond the initial 50 epochs, for every two epochs, the learner first computes the confidence measure conf for the entire remaining "unlabelled" samples, and then requests the labels of a top 1.5% samples (with the lowest conf values to A EX 1 ) as new training data (approx. 100 to 150 samples addition depending on the remaining volume). At the end of the training, the learner will be able to see a total of approximate 50% training data. 
